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Young's WNBA Dream
Conies True
2008 WNBA Draft
. Los Angeles Sparks
- Conduce Parker, forward, Tennessee
2. Chicago Sky
- Sylvia Fowles, tenter, LSI)
3. Minnesota Lynx
- Candice Wiggins, guord, Stanford
4. Detroit Shock
- Alexis Hornbuckle, guard, Tennessee
5. Houston (omels
- Matee Ajavon, guard, Rutgers
6. Washington Mystics
- Crystal Langhorne, forward, Maryland
7. New York Liberty
- Essence Carson, guard, Rutgers

8. Atlanta Dream
- Tamera Young,
forward, JMU
9. Connecticut Sun
- Amber Holt, forward, Middle Tennessee Si.
10. Sacramento Monarchs
- Laura Harper, center, Maryland

Wilmington, N.C. native
won't be far from home

On Wednesday, Tamera Young was
given a new uniform. After an impressive
showing at Pre-Draft Camp last Friday and
Saturday, the senior forward was chosen
eighth overall by the Atlanta Dream in the
2008 WNBA Draft.
The first round of the draft was televised on ESPNa from Innisbrook Resort
in Palm Harbor. Fla.. about a half hour
drive from Tampa. Young didn't respond
to phone calls after her selection, but flew
with team officials to Atlanta for a press
conference Thursday at II a.m.
"She and I were supposed to be on the
MOM llight coming back, but those plans

got changed right away," JMU coach
Kenny Brooks said in a phone interview
Wednesday.
She upped her stock at the camp in
Tampa, Fla.. where WNBA coaches and
scouts realizcdftliat while Young competed
in a low-profile conference, her skills were
not exaggerated. But people who have seen
her at work knew this long ago. those who
have become her "support system."
1-aney High School coach Sherri Tynes
remembers a middle school girl who used
to shoot during timeouts at her older sister's basketball games. Young would eventually start all four years for the varsity
team at Laney High, the same high school
Michael Jordan piayed for.
And Brooks recalls selling the dream of
the WNBA to a high school senior in the fall
of 2003, in his first full season as head coach
of JMU women's basketball. By bringing
Young to JMU, Brooks accomplished a sort
« YOUNG,
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Stuart Edgar Angel Jones wos murdered in 1971
by the Brozillion military after protesting

Hildegard Angel, daughter of Brazilian fashion
designer Zuzu Angel, has a passion for the truth.
"Believe in DM truth without measuring the
consequences." she said Friday at a banquet in her
honor.
Hildegard has been a journalist in Brazil for 40
years. But her quest for the truth began when her
brother, Stuart Edgar Angel Jones, was tortured and
murdered in 1971 by the Brazilian military regime
that reigned from 1964 to 1985. Stuart's murder was
bathed up. as was the murder of her mother.
When Zuzu learned of her son's arrest and mur■ li 1 the sought to discover the truth and HUIHI his
body, until she was killed because of the danger sinposed to the dictatorship.
In 2006 a documentary titled "Zuzu Angel" was
made about the Angel family. It has been shown in
the United States three times since it was made.
The In-I \.,is in Central Park in New York City
where more than 8,000 people attended, accord-

ing to Hildegard. The second was at a film festival
in Florida. The third was at JMU Friday. Hildegard
and her husband, Francis Bogassian, came to JMU
to attend the showing.
Music Professor Dorothy Maddison, performed
a concert in Brazil at the Portuguese Paiace at the
embassy in Riode Janeiro, with Hildegard'scousin,
Jane Straumann, a flutist. Hildegard arranged the
concert after hearing them play together.
"I asked Hildegard 'what can I do for you?' after
she hail .11 Linked tin11.nuril/ Maddison said
She organized for "Zuzu Angel" to be shown at
Grafton-Stovall Theatre following a reception to
honor Hildegard for her work as a journalist and
her mission to tell her family's story.
She and her husband were given medallions byDavid Jeffrey, dean of the College of Arts and Letters, commemorating their trip to JMU.
A slideshow of her mother's work and quotes
followed Hildegard's first speech in F.nglish.
Alcssandro Leoni. the assistant to the ambassador
wMC(l.pege9

Painted Lady Inks Ghost Hunter
Sci-Fi star and local
tattoo artist team for
Tats for Charity
BY ASHLEY HOPKINS
Ihe Bmit
Buried in LoaitvUe, Kv stands the
Weveriy Hills Sanatorium, I 98-yearold hospital thai hooted mow Ihen 130
tulMTculosis patuiiis btfON closing in
tubi. In the so years that it wasopri.it
ing, an estimated 63,000 patients died,
causing many paranormal investigators

to label the -itr "in-of the most haunted
hospitals in the eastern United Stairs
Kristyn Gartland of the Sci-Fi Channel show "Ghosthunters" has investigated this site and many others, but last
Saturday she was at Painted Lady Tattoos on South Avenue, sponsoring the
Tats for Charity event. In celebration of
the event, Painted Lady donated a portion of the money earned from each tattoo to Catholic charities in Somervillc,
Mass.
"It's a nice way for us to give back."
Gartland said "Traditional I ways]
sucks."
see GHOST, page i

Class Council Candidates
Class of 2009
- President: Macon Hollisler
- Vice President: Greg Hogan

Class of 2010
- President: Nicole Ferraro
- Vice President: Cairlin McPortlond
- Secretory: Sorah Kovianpour

Class of 2011
- President: Kathleen lee, John Suiter
- Vice President: Anthony Russo, Kaitlin Solomon
- Treasurer: Laura Spinks, Brock Wallace
- Secretary: Stephanie Lyn Kissom

Senate Candidates
College of Math and Science
- John Scott, James Dillon

College of Business
- Matt Wolfe Karen Stelanski, Lauren Waldt

College of Arts and Letters
- Jeff Watson, Tommy Bluestein, Caitlin Briska,
Sarah Pineres

College of Education
-Adam Hall

College of ISAT
- Heather Shultleworth

Student Rep. to the BOV Candidates
- Marley Green, Fred Rose

Today is the last day to vote for the class council
representatives, the college senators and the student
representative to the Board of Visitors. Any candidate
above whose name stands alone Ls running unopposed.
For class council positions with no candidates, write-in
candidates are eligible to win election. In the Senate
the number of seats per college is based on the number of majors. Math and Science receive 6; Business,
17; Arts and Letters, 16; Education, 4; ISAT, 14; and
Visual and Performing, 5. Check lhebreeze.org tonight
for election results.
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Angel Family's Legacy Shared in USA
BY M£CAM WILLIAMS
l»ffr«»

Decision 2008
Council & Senate
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Lawsuit Overturns
Ruling Against
Advertising Alcohol
BY ASHT0K SMITH
Hi limn
Thanks to the lawsuit that the University of Virginia
and Virginia Tech's Collegiate Times brought to the state,
colleges in the Commonwealth can now legally print alcohol advertisements in campus newspapers.
A judge ruled in favor of Ihe schools because he felt
that the law in place was breaking the First Amendment
right to free speech.
"I don't think it would have any influence on underage
drinking," said Greg Groves, advertising executive. "Maybe if this was the only media source that students read,
but it's not."
The potential increase in revenue was one of the main
reasons the two universities brought this issue to the public.
"I agree with the court findings because I don't think
it's fair to deny us that ad revenue," Groves said.
The ruling now allows colleges and universities the
same rights as town and city newspapers.
"We are on a more level playing field like the Daily
News-Record, radio and TV," Brad Jenkins, The Breeze's
General Manager said. "It set the precedent for all Virginia
schools and it applies to everyone."
The argument for the prosecutors was that the ads promoted underaged drinking to students not of the legal age.
"We are bombarded with alcohol all the time so what
would it matter?" Jenkins asked.
However, others feel it could be responsible.
"Parents would look at it differently if their son or
daughter were harmed because of an ad they saw," said
Roger Soenksen, The Breeze's legal adviser.
But Soenksen added that if parents decided to sue because of it. they wouldn't have much to go on.
"We would have a strong argument based on the First
Amendment grounds." Soenksen said. "But I would hope
that they [ads department] would be working before it's a
problem."
tee UlOttOl, peii i
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Editors; Colleen McCarron and Amy Passarelli

MISSION
The finer. the student-run newspaper of James Madison University, serves student
and faculty readership by reporting news involviny the campus and local community.
Jne Bretxe Strive* la he impartial and fair in its reporting and firmly believes in its First
Amendment rights.
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CLASSIFIEDS

i

How to place a classified:
— Go to ujww.thebreeze.org and click on the classified link or come into the office
weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
— Cost: $5 for the first 10 words, $3 for each additional 10 words; boxed
classified, $10 per column inch.
— Deadlines: noon Friday for a Monday issue, noon Tuesday for a Thursday
issue.
— Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office.

POLICE LOG
BY COLLEEN MCCARRON/copy *«io(

Property damage
A JMU student reported damage to the windshield, hood and quarter panel* of a vehicle in
the C4 Lot between April 4 and 5
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A JMU student reported damage to a dorm room door and latch in Eagle Hall on April 2.

Larceny
A JMU student reported the Iheft of a license plate from a vehicle in the R7 Lot between
March 27 and 29.

e
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A JMU student reported the theft of a Canon Power Shot camera, valued at $230, from the
pocket of an unattended jacket at Gibbons hall March 27.
JMU students reported the theft of four X-Box games, one Wii game, a wallet containing
a JAC Card and driver's license, and two text books, for a combined'value of $420, from a
Rockingham Hall dorm room between March 27 and 29.

Number of dnink in publics since Aug. 27: 99
Number of drunk in publics at this time last year: 73

April 21 - 25
Thursday, April 24
UREC "KICK THE CAN"
Co-Ed KickballTournament
3.00-6:00 pm, URECTurl
Sponsored by: University Recreation
A special Intramural Event for Seniors Only with
awards for the champions, as well as the learn with
the best theme and costumes! Remember to bring
your channed donations lor Mercy House.
For more information, please contact Jordan Mole at
moleiaOimu edu.

Monday, April 21
Donor Reception
5 30 - 7:00 pm. Festival Ballroom
Sponsored by: Madison Sludenl Giving Campaign
For those that have made a donation to the Student
Giving Campaign by invite-only, business casual
attire.
For more intotmjtiefl. please contact Christine Bilbrey n

bilbrecmtimu edu or 5666640

Tuesday, April 22

Unconventional Wisdom:
Dr.Warner's Parting Thoughts
6:00 pm, Leeolou Alumni Center, Great Room
Sponsored by: The JMU Alumni Association
Dr. Warner will help guide seniors as they prepare
lor graduation and what lies beyond with his unique
blend of humor and wisdom.
For more information, please contact Sara Grey al
greyseawii edu or 568-88M
Senior Induction 1 Candlelighting Ceremony
8.00 pm, The Quad train location, Wilson Hall)

"D-hall Dinner"

Sponsored by The JMU Alumni Association
Celebrate your transition from a Madison Senior to
a Madison Alumni with the JMU Alumni Association

3.30 - 700 pm, D-Hall Entrance 5
Sponsored by: Madison Sludenl Giving Campaign
The first 200 seniors will receive free admission!
For morf information pleas* contact Chmtirte Bilbrry at
tMlbtfcrm»imu edu or 566-6640

by participating in one ot the oldest JMU senior traditions. Enjoy a cappella performances and a FREE
reception.
For more Information, please contact Sara Grey at
9retvBimu.edu or 566-6084

"Where In the W.rld are JMU Seniors C«in|?"

Friday, April 25

4*30 pm, The Commons
Sponsored by: Student Ambassadors
Come show everyone your post-graduation location
and enjoy light refreshments!
For more iritomution, phrase contact Laura Barns.
bu'mk*|m.troM

Wednesday, April 23
Senior Class Picnic 4 Concert
4-00-7:00 pm, The Commons
Sponsored by: YOUR Senior Class Council
Join us lor a delicious coohout & enjoy entertainment by "The Shoes!"
For more information. p*ase cool act (he Senior Cuts OHVrrs
al Cenleiuml[WiB4>,nuil com
Senior Night at Buffalo Wild Wings
7:00-9 00 pm

UREC Senior Send-Off Group Fitness Class
4:00- 5:30 pm
Join us lor an energetic workout led by our Group
Fitness Seniors!
Register online al wwwimu.edu/recreallon.
For more information, please contact Holly Wade
at aadehaBjmu edu
JMU Alumni Senior Send-Off
6:30 - 8:30pm, Clementine (L53 South Main St.)
Sponsored by: The JMU Alumni Association
Meet the JMU alumni leaders from across the country and fellow grads who will be living in your soonto-be hometown. Enjoy (bod, drinks, networking, and
your first alumni experience!
For more information, please contact Gina Oowell at
dowelrat9imu.edu

Sponsored By: The Graduate Duke Club
Join us for food and fun and learn how to stay

All Week Long!

involved with JMU Athletics through the Graduate
Duke Club!
For more information, please contact tartar ArJkins at
adhinstfrOtrnu ecu

packet I lor great savings on J M U apparel at the J M U
Bookstore. Slock up now, before you leave campus!

Redeem your 25% off coupon (found in your senior

Ad sponsored by JMU Student Ambassadors and the JMU Alumni Association

Editor: Ashton Smith
Editor: Erik Landers
breezenews@thebreezo.org
(540) 568-8041
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Connection between Women, Pop and Porn
BY ASHLEY HOPKINS

Jhlmzi
Is society obsessed with sex? Does the media
have something to do with it? Singer/ songwriter
Meredith LeVande's multimedia lecture Tuesday
night in Harrison Hall set out to answer these
questions and many more.
LeVande's presentation drew a connection between the deregulation of the media industry and
the abundance of sexually saturated images present in todays society. Paying particular attention to female pop stars such as Britney Spears.
Lindsey Lohan and Christina Aguilera, LeVande
concentrated her presentation on the corporate
ownership of pornography and its representations of females.
Working under the theory that "sex sells,"
media representatives have intentionally "sexed
up" traditional programming in order to make
it acceptable in mainstream society and protect
their financial assests. Lavandesaid.
As a singer/songwriter, who started her career
in the late '90s, LeVande watched as the music
industry changed from a business promoting raw
talent to one promoting sex appeal. She watched
as groups such as the Spice Girls grew in popularity and waited for the pop trend to end; when
it didn't, she took the independent music route,
always keeping her eyes open for sexual exploitation in the media.
LeVande found sexual exploitation in abundance. She said as the media became increasingly deregulated and as large conglomerates

bought smaller businesses, the amount of sexual
images present throughout society increased,
making pop stars seem more like objects and less
like people.
"Mainstream media and corporate ownership of porn almost guarantees that women will
be seen as objects," LeVande said. "If there is an
opportunity available to take advantage of any
woman out there, it's taken and taken forcibly."
This object! fication of women has had an effect on society. According to LeVande, "There
seemed to be a concept of sisterhood that we really don't hear about anymore. By holding others
to a standard you can't even obtain, you're starting a standard you can't live up to."
The best way to prevent this from happening,
according to LeVande, is for media consumers to
evaluate what they watch so that they don't get
used to traditional stereotypes.
"As a consumer of media, you really have to
be critical of your choices," she said.
LeVande also recommends that women
change the way they look at both themselves and
one another. While the media often portrays females as being in constant competition with one
another, women need to break free of the stereotype by changing their own behavior.
"If you are trained to behave this way, you can
un-train yourself to behave this way," LeVande
said. "We need to unlearn these behaviors and
support other women."
LeVande's words resonated with many in attendance.

AShlfl HQfOR ctnutj-n ftimf^m
Meredith leVande makes 0 presentation about the rektwrnkip bthwen
lor phrase "t» sells" as the reason why the media objectifies women.

see FORM, page 6

JMU One of Many NCAA Colleges
Transitioning to Eco-Friendly Campus
8Y ASHLEY SIECU
contributing writer

The NCAA's top 10 conferences are being
recognized for their efforts to be more energy efficient. Schools around the nation are moving to
renewable energy sources for power. Although
JMU is not a member of the highlighted NCAA
cemferences, it is still actively involved in making
the switch.
Juice, an independent electricity supplier,
is highlighting universities nationwide for their
sustainable and eco-friendly initiatives. This
competition recognizes the conferences for more
than just their intercollegiate athletics.
Juice was first developed in March 2007 with
two solid goals: delivering electricity to clients
at a lower cost and helping those clients reduce
their carbon foot-printing by purchasing "green
power."
This is the first year the "green" company
has recognized colleges and universities. While

pop culture and pornography. leVande used me popu-

A "Retrospective" Image
celebrates and recognizes students, faculty and
staff members of the JMU community' who work
to increase multicultural awareness and diversity
This year's NAACP Image Awards, themed
on the JMU campus.
"A Retrospective," revolved around the idea that
This year, the Image Awards took place in the
everyone in the community contributes to one
Festival Ballroom on Sunday. NAACP has held
big story. The awards recognize several pieces
this event for more than 10 years to identify' and
ol on.'storv.
recognize student leaders who promote diversity
at JMU.
"[The] annual image awards
recognizes multicultural students
throughout the JMU community,"
said junior Stephanie Reese, NAACP
President.
"lit] takes a retrospective look at
the entire semestec and the accomplishments of multicultural students
on campus,' NAACP Faculty Adviser
Celeste Thomas said.
Each organization can nominate a member for an Image Award.
Reese said NAACP does not nominate
people because many people may go
unnoticed for the work they do, so
having organizations nominate people ensures everyone can be noticed.
"Things like this nriafcron that your
work pays off and it shows," Reese
said.
This year, NAACP received 48
auVlMK)UfST//W*Mj»
nominations for 17 awards ranging
Muso Chukwu ond Brandon Artis ermeed the Image Awards Sunday night The from Freshman leader of the Year to
the Unsung Hero Scholarship Award.
reremony honored students that brought murricurhiral events to cornpus
The Image Awards also include awards
for graduate students, staff, faculty
"Our award ceremony is called. History Meets and advisors.
the Future: A Retrospective' because we are lookIn addition, there are two awards in honor of
ing hack and honoring and recognizing nil the Harrisonburg civil rights activist, George Blakey
hard work students have done to bring multicul- and the first African American member of the
tural events to the campus," NAACP Historian JMU Board of Visitors. James Taylor. The Blakey
Ci\si.il I'rigmorc said.
~ see IMAGE, pate e
The annual NAACP Image Award ceremony
BYJ0HN SUTTER

everyone was focused on brackets and teams
during March Madness, Juice wanted to draw
attention to the commendable initiatives taken
on by those schools.
Although JMU was not recognized by Juice,
that does not undermine the several successful
initiatives adopted on campus by both students
and facilities management teams. 13 percent of
the school's electrical consumption is already
purchased from renewable energy services.
The university is committed to promoting
environmental stewardship and sustainability," said Bill Wyatt, media relations manager
at JMU. "There are a number of iniii.iiiv.'s em
rcntly under way on campus that help us toward
that goal."
These initiatives include the use of alternative
fuels in university vehicles, partnering with Harrisonburg to burn trash to generate steam energy,
the installation of low-flush toilets, urinals, water
flow restrictors in showers and faucets, and

IU Bmit

NCAA Top 10
Participating
Conferences
TheACC
The Big East
The Big Ten
The PAC-10
The SEC's
The Big 12
Conference USA
The Atlantic-10
The Patriot League
The Ivy League

PROFESSOR STRUCK ON SOUTH MAIN STREET
Hernsonburg officers gesture
in the orea where philosophy
professor Noel Hendrkkson of

graph* by BROOKE HOllABAUGH/r/w imtt

Hermonburg, 33 was struck by
Christopher Ciaig of Manosquon,
New Jersey, ?l ot opproiimately

Remains an SGA Senator
Adani 11.ill was not impeached at Tuesday's SGA
meeting foHowing a short session of supporters backing
his importance to the senate.
Following an investigation, the Committee of
Internal Affairs found that Hall had missed three and a
li.ilt .ilwiHi-s liMr.idnl the previously stated tour and a
half. The CIA excused two absences d\ie to illness.
Under house rules. Hall was still in violation of the
absence policy, but several members of the SGA voiced
their reasons as to why he should stay.
"Adam is the only senator from the college of educa-
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tion so that is ;s24 students wlto would no longer voice
their opinion," said Dan Stana. the newly ejected Vice
President of Adnimistrative Affairs. "I say vote against
impeachment."
Several senators mentioned that Hall had never
missed a finance meeting, which is a committee he is
very active in.
The spirit he has brings life to every meeting." said
Senator Chiquita King.
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Coach Steps Down
Mary Frances Heishmon, the

Signing of Kosovo Constitution
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and Posl (tmflitt Justice program wos
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Meet the Breezer!
Q: What's your favorite
thing about JMU?
A: The women's swim
team, especially
backstrokers.

TIM CHAPMAN,
Edih,rinC , e

|i J

SMAD major (' 0

Scholarships Available
1 for study abroad programs in
Morocco, Egypt or the United Arab Emirates
All English medium

Spring 2009 semester

i

Application Deadline
April 15,2008 - NEXT TUESDAY!
Contact Kelly Poppen at (540) 568-6119 or studyabroad@jmu.edu
http://www.jmu.edu/international/abroad/finaidjmu_scholarships.shtml
KritvcMuti £\i
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At TAX..
ITAUAHO

Specializing in Italian cuisine
• Pizza

•

• Subs

•

P.ist.i

Poufa)

• Seafood

•

Veal

The Home of
Homestyle

'Thursday JMV Specials Night!'
I tee Delivery!

'
Buy 1 Large l'i//.i.

RESTAURANT

196 Burgess Rd., Harrisonburg, VA

Cot I Small 2 Topping
FREE!

tall IVWI4U-: w

i

"HJ(.

.i .it ihi-

<>r. Soulh MiRh S|.

540-574-4666

Kevin Griffith, General Manager

OPEN DAILY from 6a.m. to 10p.m.
A SMOKE FREE ENVIRONMENT

i

'CARRY-OUT*
AVAILARLE
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VM.Joriiaiabn. '3eyond Ogarw: Farmm^ f/i tfie iAenrxkuh /afley'
ImofdAuttmTpi
F01L0TO;
l/Asttrtfffi^ofMlliltair^Gfata^

4/li: Ed Hey and Judy Bondr CoH, Errmnmerol JiE&ct, m
HrM«a«ap8eMMtAffibiysTjle. 7p«HHS130l

"digerati

we fix computers
540.437.3737

4yr7:kef»eCoieame/ DesigncolexMw^anusKinto 'aos

Computer Repair Virus/Spyware Removal Laptop Repair
Data Recovery Reformat/Reinstall

Wtoiwi^Mm
VII: CoMant/fikrBdr- hifprtofali^MynuinJ
bwtWr^:4J0(»fflatCourtSi^rtD««OM

Look! A Free Thing!

look tempting?
T0Oplll(t«lLrMr^«prilMUlldlCJWI
MilodtusneiKnorgnzao^
mtheFes^L^wMiCa^fetmbesBrtai Ipn

SSdigerati

Thnte"if<:ateer!i't«n Cwtifro'e HotOef

m u-Wwy •»*« **• •
wv«Mnbu>o V* 73601
540 437 3737

to. Free Diagnostic
Authored By

edu/imueartri
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Gift Certificate

...call us first

Expires 4/1/2008
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SENIORS Get Your Cap and Gown, because Graduation is 23 days away!

GHOSTl TV

HffJfLE
in the

Wall

ALCOHOL from front
Qfovee said he and the ad
department use the best |ud|
ment when deciding what to
run.
"We don't print anything
too negative." Grow
"People are surrouiuh (I |.\ a]
cohol ads all the time and vou
don't hear too much about
people going to sue (alcohol
companies!"
Sum- alcohol ads can be
run in the near future, Jenkins
and the ad department will sit
down to talk about when to begin running alcohol ads next
fall.
"At the beginning of the
year I will talk to Greg and
-.iv Ntlns something that vou
want to do?" Jenkins laid
Although it would mean an
increase in revenue. Socnkscn
added that there could DC lOOM
''thus railed into play.
'There will be some ethical
dilemmas, he said. "Would I
say have an ad for happy hour?
No. But places that nave <lis
count alcohol or stores that sell
alcohol, yes."

GHOST, from front
Gartlarxl t*M inspired to host
the event by Margaret lawsonItushell, who has been working
as a tattoo artist for Painted Lady

■foot October 2003.

HI

JJ 0 0

Increase Due to New Market

, 30 S» Main St Local Charity
\ Next To Jess' Quick Lunch
Event
433-3366
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12-6

Gartland met Lawson-Hushcll alter receiving a tattoo from
hci in Bodon; but it wasn't until
years later that the duo derided
to plan an event for charity. Liu
son Hushell thought it would be
a good organization to donate
to .IIKI put all of the money she
earned Saturday toward Tats for
Charity.
"It's an organization 1 think
has doneI lot otgood for a lot of
people." she Mid. I've met a lot
of people who they've done a ln(
for."
'Hie event CMM alter a class

/ / J*

Over SO Flavor
Slow Burnin

- Individual cups
o nig tub
10 mgtub

Shisha Tobacco

Qartland booted In Winchester

last Friday. Nicknamed "Paranormal 101. "the class taught participants how to investigate the

Mention This Ad And Get 1 Free Cup With Purchase!

The Breeze I 5

ALCOHOL: Revenues tO

Host Does
*

www.ttMbrMzt.org

The ad department gets to
decide what they will run based
on what tbq fed is best for the
student body.
there is an injunction in
place for the next 30 days to
■lion tm appeals to the case.
Newspapers won't be able to
run alcohol ads until those 30
days hi
Va. Tech's (bBagfala Times
is reportedly going to increase
their revenue b> $30,000 due
to theamount of p. ople attending the school ,ind the fact that
they are a daily paper. Soenksen said he felt that number
was low. Although JMU won't
IK- aeai that number, the ads
will help increase runda a great
deal, according to Jenkins.
Va. Tech and UVA also had
a strongei case because of the
M/i-ut the schools.
They have a larger percentage of individuals at the
legal age or above," Soenksen
■Bid 'We have 1 lot of students lower than the drinking
age. but those ads are on cam
pus in other ways."

scientifically onexplainabw This

China Express
Chinese Restaurant
1031 Port Republic Road

ie Best Value Combo
Dishes come with
vegetable Lo Main
Spring Roll
8 Ox. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:

next to Food Lion

Free Delivery
Late Night

$10 00 Minimum - Limited Area

(540)568-9899

Wonton, Egg Drop, or Hot and Sour

SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC17 Beef with Broccoli

Only
'
1

SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken
—«

Menu
& -Map
found on
w
s^

\J< >LaoKOn.Carn

<g 95

Sun ThuuntiM am
& Fri- Sat until 2 am

2

FREE Cheese Wonton (6)

w/ the Purchase of 2 Super Combos
or
ui a
a Purchase
ruroi Icldc? $15
J IUUI
or mult;
more

■r^rm<\x»r*rtmr\(ritmQ'Wm'~t&fE&\

FREE 2008 Calendar with Purchase

was one of main presentations
Gartland has held on the subject.

Fire on South High Street

I alwavs sell out, she said
"I have to lock the door when I do
the class People pej to be there,
and I don't want them to l>c dis
turbed."
In pasl years, Gartland has
been able to offer an investigation nt i haunted location as part
Of her class, but she was unable
to tecure i bcttHy m tune foe her
lecture in Winchester. Participants weren't completely out of
luck, however, atone participant
had a chance at winning a tattoo
worth up to $150 from UwsonHushell.
Diana Minor of In wood, W.
Va. won the tattcxi after traveling
all the wa\ to Winchestei lor the
While she daeu't have a
tattOO, she was excited about the
entire experience
"I have a (paranormal investigation! group, so the dan made
it easier to go out and hunt," she
said.
When Gartland is not hosting charity events or filming for
"Ghosthunters" she's conducting
her own private investigations
She works year round and goes
on hunts as she is contacted.
To reach her. check out theatltintii-ixiiwioniuil-siKiety.cinn.

UMUMMVK/lkthu,
firemen loniinue lo extinguish Homes (oming from Date's
leeycling ol 6 p.m Wednesday rughl Hie smoke Iron the
fire urns visible for miles.

Lounge Expos8:
Verbalization
Thursday
April 10,2008
Taylor Down Under
8PM
Staring Dana Gilmore
Check her out a)

www.danagilmore.coii)

DEFinition
DEFpoetry meets DFIcomedy

jfflffflTWW&XJJT -

Thurs. April I Oth Only

Friday nth Special

Dress lo impress

FREE!!!!!!!!

.99<

FREE
SMALL

SMALL
BLIZZARD

DIP CONE
For more information contact Alex Washington at
washinam@imu.edu

Valid Thursday April I Oth
Pert Rd. Dairy Queen only
Must present coupon
Huii

I

Valid Friday April nth
Port Rd. Dairy Queen only
Must present coupon

I
I
I
I

April Special

Buy One
BLIZZARD
Get one
FREE
Coupon expires April 30th
Port Rd. Dairy Queen only
Must present coupon
■
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Check out thekeeze.org for all the latest news stories and Breeze blogs!

PORN: Corporations Profiting Off Pornography Industry
PORN, horn ptg« 3

Niiistti Clir

"The corporations profiting from pornography
are profiting way more than 1 thought." freshmanLiz McAlister said. "It makes you feel mad to see
artists trying to break the mold who are soiling so
much of themselves."
Senior Allison Beisler, president of the Univer-

Many upscale lines
including Spdnx, Twnello.
Not Your Daughter's Jeans, and
OPEN

IMAGE: "Impressive" Accomplishments by Board
Blakey Award is presented to
a senior who has outstanding
commitment to community service and the Taylor Award is
presented to a freshman female
who demonstrates outstanding
leadership and academic scholarship. Senior Karla Smith received the Blakey Award and
freshman Brittnic Sykes received
the Taylor Award this year.
The President's Award recipient, Jerrica Browdej said the
award is "special because my sisters (Delta Gamma Rho| nominated me because of my dedication and now the whole campus
can see what I have done for my
sorority."
I'liMing Hero Award recipient. Chiquila King said The

>

313NEFI AVFNUl Si III B
Nexl to Craft House
(540)438-1117

Visit us at our new location
on Deyerle Avenue!

FullService Stilo

'AprilSpecials
to 'Tan Sessions
"Manicure/
Pedicure Combo
1/2 hr. massage
fr facial

F.

$10

Impeachment

event" was well put together and
very organized." She continued
to say that there is a spirit in the
room because of so many great
accomplish men is
King said it is nice to be recognized for doing something
good and for something she loves
doing.
Thomas said she was impressed with the NAACP executive board for everything it has
accomplished this year in terms
of having multicultural eu-nLs
and building diversity on the
JMU campus.
"We have a strong foundation to continue to build upon in
a positive way so we can continue
to affect the JMU community in
a positive way," Thomas said.

SGA. from pate 3

Hall apologized for his absences and went on to talk
about his dedication to SGA.
After he finished, his friend
Kathryn McAbee went on to
speak to the senate on his
behalf.
"I've known Adam for a
couple of years and he is really dedicated to the SGA."
she said after the meeting
was over. "He's in it for the
right reasons."
No one voted for im
IMMchment, and there was
one extension from the CIA
head,
-staff reports

$3S*

ENERGY: Expansion Plan to Cover All States and Regions

$60'

"hj». to ..i hoth topth.i f.n ifcc p*ck*fi drJ

540.432.?
2040 Dcvcrle Avc.
Harrisonburg VA '.

ROBERT

5GA; No

IMAGE, from pop 3

10 AM -6 PM [Turs-S.v

%njle$ $)ai

sity Program Board, agreed. UPB brought LeVande
in after being reminded of the presentation she
gave on campus two years earlier.
"We thought it was a phenomenal idea to bring
in something so educational and controversial,"
Beisler said. She was very impressed by LeVande
and thought 1-oVande was well spoken.

EAEtGY, from poge 3

Mention this ad to receive
discounts, (good thru 4/30)

KEEFER

Keclei Law Firm PLC

Bob K.-.-l.-i

Ktcfcr Law Firm PLC
70 N. Mason St.,Suit* 120
Harrisonburg, VA 22802
540.433.6906

FIVE MISTAKES THAT CAN WRECK YOUR CRIMINAL DEFENS1
In ihi pamphlrt I mral whal prarcuwrs will try to do to convict you. for i ftrr E-Copy of this
publication rmail Bob at BoogBobRrrfrrUwcom Pteuc placr the phrasr Criminal 103 in thr nrfrnmcc But
SEVEN WAYS TO AVOID CRIMINAL COURT
In this pamphl« I reveal srvrn ways to moid annt and conviction. This booklet contains observations of how to
avoid trouble that I have seen ovrr my 24 wan experience, for a fire E-Copy of this pubhcalion email Bob at
Bob&JSobKrdrrLawcom. Please place the phrase Criminal 104 in the reference line.

the incorporation of energyefficient lighting in 13 resident
halls and 350 outdoor fixtum
In June2007, JMU President
Linwood Rose furthered JMU s
commitment to protecting
natural resources by signing
the American College and
University Presidents Climate
Commitment.
Currently. 280 schools have
signed the pledge to battle global
warning and reduce greenhouse
gases emissions by 80 percent
by mid-century. JMU is one of
more than 10 Virginia colleges
and universities to have joined
the campaign.
To
strengthen
JMU's
dedication in becoming greener.
President Rose even appointed
a Presidential Commission to
study sustainability throughout

institutions

with

Anthony's Campus Pizza
Pick-Up Specials
(540) 432-0200
1762 South Main Street
minimum delivery $8.50

Pick-Up Specials

10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID

Large 2-Topping Pizza - $7.99 i
Large Cheese Pizza - $5.99 i

JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS
CALL 564-0477
PROUD SPONSOR OF DUKES ATHLETICS

r**/

v\00
®TOYOTA

same

However, Juice is planning
on expanding its competition
Though Juice offers "greenpower nationwide, it is currently
based only in New York. Texas
and Chicago. Eventually, Juice
plans to spread nationwide,
covering all states and regions.
Since its debut more than a year
ago, Juice has received positive
response regarding its growing
involvement in schools and
universities
"We like to take a proactive
role we speak with students and
discuss what they can do more
of," said Kevin Berkemeyer,
environmental analyst at Juice.
"We do a lot of client-based
research customized to their
needs and accomplishments."

The one & only

Everyone deserves a good meal*

the

commitment."

HAVE A STORY FOR US?
E-MAIL IT TO
BREEZENEWS@CMAIL.COM

golden,

corral

campus.
The
Commission
comprises professors. Matt
members,
students
and
Harrisonburg representatives.
Primary
goals
include
observing different parts of
campus and recommending
what can be done to make JMU
even more environmentally
conscious.
Building construction and
renovations, energy usage, waste
management and recycling,
dining services, transportation
and water runoff are a few of
the many areas the commission
seeks to examine.
"I think this is the sociallyresponsible thing to do,"
said President Rose in an
interview with the Daily News
Record. "This gives [JMU] an
opportunity to work with other

#0 buyatoyota.com

Editor: Whitien Maher
opinion@thebreeze.org
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Because I Said So | KATHRYNMANNING. Kmirikming-rii»

All Talk, No Substance
News media fails to probe candidates on the issues
SOCIAL
SECURITY?

CLIMATE CHANGE?

■-SSSBk.
DIPLOMA!

" Hillary

Rc

FOREIGN

HEALTHCARE?

*€fc

°*A*

presidential election years
used to rile me up like no othe
I loved 111 in 11 it on the TV and hearinn the latest
campaign updates: who said what, who was leading in the polls and so on. But college has been a
huge wake-up call for me, as I have now realized
that this country's media is so devoid of constructive political dialogue that we viewers wouldn't
understand real issues il they hit us in the face.
We all know that sensationalism sells. Gossip,
"gotcha!" moments and controversy bring in the
highest ratings and therefore, they also bring in the
most airtime. The recent debacle surrounding the
Rev. Jeremiah Wright's comments has resulted in
ridiculous amounts of coverage, as has Hillary Clinton's gaff regarding the Bosnia snijx-r incident. The
media also got a kick out of John McCain's "Bomb
Iran" musical riumlxT a few months ago.
Currently, the almighty delegatecount seems
to be dominating political journalism I've never
been good at math, but just from watching CNN
this past month I think I've learned how to do
50 calculus equations to determine if Hillary
Clinton can win the Democratic nomination.
I've also learned that Barack Obama is "not
black enough" for some people and that John
McCain is old.
1 consider myself an informed citizen, but I have
no idea how any of those facts would help me decide
which candidate is best to lead America for the nod
four years. 1 know how much money the candidates
should raise, what groups they should target, what
they should say, what questions they should avoid,
how many delegates they have and whose endorsements they need in order to win.

Submit
Darts & Pat* online
at thcbreeze.org »r e-mail to
l»i rr/,dp., holm.nl . tmi.
Darts &
Pats are submitted anonymously and
are printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions ore based upon one person's
opinion of a given situation, person or
event, and do not necessarily reflect
the truth.

The media tell as exactly how each candidate
can get to the White House, but we have no IdM
what the candidates would do once they got then'
Bad things happen when we lose sight of the
point of politics. When we forsake issue debate
in favor of discussing the (Unions* must recent
tax returns (yes. that's all over MSNBC), we
do ourselves great harm.If the stock market
crashed or we went to war with Iran under a
Clinton presidency, would the American public really be clamoring for a public review of

A Tjig-boys-don't-cry" dart to the frat
Ixjy who fell in a bath tub and got tangled
up in the shower curtain at a party.
Prom a highly entertained sophomore
who ivally enjoyed the humor.

A "you-had-me-at-'hello'* pat to the
brown-eyed Starbucks barista collecting
money for Relay For Life last week.
Prom a senior who was charmed
by your smile and easily convinced
to fork it over.

A'thanks-for-teaching-me-niitliingabout-litcralure" dart to my professor,
who never shuts up about laijsiu
Prom a disappointed freshman who
really wanted to learn more about African literature, not just racism.

A"thanks-for-the-heads-up" dart to
all those who said that coming to JMU
without a major was OK.
From a frustrated rising sophomore
who is already looking at four more
years of undergraduate work.

A damn you-drunkards" dart to the
guys who broke a Man Law stealing my
one-of-a-kind keg grill Saturday night.
Prom a memlteroj the Xtitwtuil Man
Law Brethren who thinks you should follow the code in any state Q/mM

A huge "thanks-for-taking-the-time"
pat to the student who found my planner in the rain-soaked Godwin parking
lot, contacted me rigly away and even
delivered it.
Prom a grateful staff member who
appreciates your efforts and has been
singing your praises.

A "promiscuous-girl" dart to our
roommate for christening our futon two
hours after we assembled it
ftVffl three girls who thought we
needetl ftay-per-view to watch that kind of
action aiulplan to burn the futon.

A"yoii-make-me-smile-every-time"
pat to the women who work at I .el's Go.
rYOffl a senior girl who looks forward to getting lunch just to say "hi" to
the nicest people on campus.

An'if-you're-concerned-about-lx'inglate.-leave-your-house-earlier" dart to all
the parking spot snatchers who think il li
OK to be rude when they think they have
a good OOOM
From a senior who understands parking etiquette, drives a crappy car and
would be moir than willing to teach uoil
and your new HMWa hard-htttnu) IMOU

ATIAEI

A "Superman-wears-Jack-Bauer-pajamas" pat to .lack Bauer for being the
coolest hero CUT.
Prom a huge fan who is waiting
anxiously for your next adventure and
knows you V win in the end.

An "a-little-rain-never-hurt-anyone"
dart to the Relay for Life committee for
ending three hours early.
Prom a Kelay-er who Micres thai
sacrificing one night in the rain is nothing compared to all those who have to
fight a bigger storm daily.

A "'never-gonna-give-you-up.-never-gonna-let-you-down.-never-gonnarun-around-and desert \ou" pat to the
Physics Lounge.
From some over-ivorked juniors.

A "what-where you thinking?" dart
to JMU for making music majors wear
purple and pink robes at graduation.
Prom a senior male music major
who doesn 't appreciate Iteing mude into
a one-man gay pride parade.

A "thanks-for-keeping-it real" pat to
1>-Hall for providing good music while
we enjoy our scrumptious meals
Prom two future tixnnmates who ore
tired of listening to people bash JMU's
best dining hall.

A'fat-bottom-girlsmake the rock
in'-world-go-'round'' pat to all my JMU
honeys with a little shape.
Prom a senior who's learned in his
four years that a little tushin 'for the
pushin'is all a man can ask for.
AMwhat-did-you-expect?-my-heart
UHMde-nf-sione' dart to the senior girl
who disapproves ot my pimp daddy ways
lroni.1 Madih)

her charitable contributions?
When the media focus only on delegate counts,
tax records, controversies and who insulted whom.
we allow the candidates' platforms to slide under
the radar.
People aren't asking tough questions about
John McCain's foreign policy because they're too
bus> following Obama around rural Pennsylvania.
People aren't asking Obama what "Yes We Can!"
really means because they're having too much fun
watching his charisma kill Clinton's hopes for the

s?

presidency. People aren't asking Clinton how she
would stimulate the economy because we're too
preoccupied with her tax returns.
One of our biggest problems is that rather
than going directly to the candidates to discuss
the issues, our media relies on a plethora of talking heads. Networks will broadcast snippets of
candidates' speeches about healthcare, the war
in Iraq, social security or other issues — but just
when the candidate starts to get to the meat of
the topic. Chris Matthews breaks in and introduces five other "analysts" to discuss the implications of Obama's skin color.
Once again, the media allows the candidates
to escape actual discourse. The candidates won't
fee! the need to talk about the issues if the media
won t cover the issues anyway. No doubt McCain.
Obama and Clinton realize that personal attacks
and simplistic slogans like "We need change!" are
the only sound bites that make the nightly news.
Even then, the only repercussion of those sound
bites is a bunch of old bald guys arguing about
delegates and polls.
No one is asking the candidates to fully explain their positions to the American people, and
the candidates definitely aren't offering.
I urge you to do some of your own digging, since
the media obviously has no intention of doing it for
you. Otherwise well have a country voting based
on Hillary Clintons tax returns and the salaries of
John McCain's political aides. And don't lose sleep
at nighl worrying about the delegate count; the major networks are doing that for you.
Kathryn Manning is a senior history and political science major.

BATTL6 0FIH6 5CX6S
What aAotf/facial hair?
Facial hair gets a bad rap. It's
true and I won't deny it
I've had some manner of whiskers on my face for a little more
opinion editor
than two years, beginning with
an admittedly dubious goatee in
high school. In a way, I'm carrying on
my father's legacy: When he attended
JMU in the 1970s, he rocked a rather
impressive mustache.
I doubt I'll ever live up to my fa
ther's mustachioed magnificence, yet I persevere and
encourage my fellow men to do the same. Why, you
ask' Because it's about character.
I e 1111 defend facial hair in the eyes of women.
If they decide they like men who shy away from the
slightest stubble, that's their decision. (Though one
wonders, because these are usually the same women
who prefer furry boots.)
But I can defend the beauteous beard, the mighty
mustache, the charming chinstrap, spectacular sidebums and the grand goatee on their own merit. You see.
we men are gifted with an extraordinary opportunity
Too often, though, our noble attempts at facial hair
are shut d<n\n by ladies who perhaps cannot withstand a tickle.
racial hair has largelv (alien out of vogue. In
fact, not one of our presidents since 1413 was
known for sporting facial hair, and it was a five
o'clock shadow that contributed to Nixon's
poor performance in the i960 presidential
debate. Indeed, we like our clean-shaven presidents. (liven the current Mate
of our country, though, one wonders if this is coincidence
Take a look at 2008's politi1 ins and youll see a continuation
of this disturbing trend: Guiliani,
Kd wards, McCain, Obama, Hillary.
These politicians have carefully crafted
their image, but we need a leader of great character,
not a guy from an Aqua Velva commercial.
We need men like Gandalf, Jesus, Chuck Norris, Abraham Lincoln and I^eonidas. king of Sparta:
Grant, principled leaders whose greatness did not
I'ome from their scruffy appearances, but from then
-amis ol sell. They had the confidence to prove that
von don't have to drag a sharp piece of metal across
vnur skin everj dn) to make things happen.
Of course, facial hair is not for all men, nor is it for
ill times. Some guys simply look weird, dirty or just
plain bad without the aid of a razor. Still, that's no reason to hate on facial hair as a rule.
There is also a fine line: Stubble can impart a certain edge, but if done wrong (or from laziness) the
result is slovenly. likewise, a mustache eaii convey
Character (think Magnum PI), but you could end up
becoming a caricature (think white trash). And the
toothbrush style (think Hitler) will be forever off-limits. So be careful in your endeavors, but don't let anyone discourage \ou
It should be a conscious deeision followed up with
meticulous care. I urge every man to at least try it and
every woman to at least give it a chance.
W'hitten Maher is a sitphomore SMAD and politiml science major.

WHITTEN
MAHER,

I haw a newsflash for all you wonderful wielders of whiskers: Women
don't enjoy facial hair. It seems that
in general, men are for tacial hair and
manogino, editor
women are against, so this shouldn't
be surprising. And women don't dig
facial hair for good reasons, too.
Stalin. Hitler, Castro and many
more evil-doers throughout the
history of our world sported beards
or other forms of facial hair. Coincidence? Hardly.
Facial fashions come and go: from mutton chops, the
chin curtain and the ever-popular van dyke style. One
fact remains in the midst of all these (not so fashion
able) fashion statements facial hair is simply a turn-off
for most women.
I haw nesit met ,1 tellow temale who. when listing
favorable features of the opposite sex. rank facial hair
right up there with dark eyes and a beautiful smile. And
I haw never chatted with a woman who looks forward
to being swept up in a man's arms ami caressed by a
scratchy barrage of bristles.
Some guys need facial hair to conceal their habyt uv teatures. And don't get me
wrong, some styles of facial
hair aren't that repulsive.
I guess I can dig a rugged
male model sporting a five
1 .'dock shadow. A few hairs on
his chiny -chiny -chin aren't too
distracting, but more than a few
centimeters of stubble looks dirty
uid unkempt, and the lumberjack look
certainly not attractive.
It's sad lo say that male bonding ocean I 'vcr how much hair one can accumulate (Hi his face. In fact, creating a
connection because of facial hair seems
just as exciting as a girLs' night in watching "The Hills"
Its eompleteh |*>iiitlexs to compare how
main 1 vntimetersof hair a guy can grow on his
(are. as it it's a manifestation of his manliness.
How can mustering enough testosterone to grow
ananonkierofhairalntvetheiipperliplH-appiiit
of pride? Most men our age have trouble getting anything
to grow on tlieir faces, and when they do. it seems to come
in at alarming rates.
We did invent razors for a reason. If you can't take
five minutes from your day to nhavi \our sorry excuse
for a soul patch, then you're just plain lazy.
And for those lazy dudes, isn't it more work to
maintain a lot of facial fuzz anyway? I mean wouldn't it
take longer to shampoo and groom that mane of pride
than to take a razor to your face every few days?
If repelling the ladies doesn't convince you to shave
that stubbly bush, think of all the other downsides to
supposed bewhiskered bliss Keeping a gas mask propel l\ sealed, being more vulnerable than your opponent
during hand-to-hand combat or even while playing
football, your beard could easily be the target of an opponent's brutal tug. All signs lead to sans-faeial hair,
gentlemen.
Anna Young is a sophomore SMAD and tuxialogy
mujor.

ANNA
YOUNG,
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Blackwater a Swamp of Unaccountability
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TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
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to one lucky person
wearing a James Mctione Jewelry T-Shirt
TODAY at 3:00 p.m.
Out on the QUAD
Need a FREE I. Shirt? Visit m at 7S Cowl Square Downtown mm to Baak of America

Che. a ui out at BMaensJsnBniMnai
and join ui on faicbook.com for r**n morr givrawayi!

2 Locations

Special Student Rate

JONATHAN HAMSON, Of/Zrb<w«r

LUBBOCK. TCXM - Ust week, the U.S. State Department unsurprisingly renewed the private security firm Blackwater Woridwide's contract to provide defense in Iraq despite a number of incidents
that have thrown into question the policies regarding private security firms and the objections of the
Iraqi government itself.
Blackwater Worldwide (formerly Blackwater
USA) was founded in 1997 by former Navy SKA1.
and major Republican financial supporter Erik
Prince. Since the invasion of Afghanistan and the
subsequent invasion of Iraq, Blackwater has played
a major role in the protection of everything from
ambassadors - both foreign and domestic — to the
U.S. embassy in Iraq.
In 2003, Blackwater was given a $21 million
no-bid contract to provide security for Paul Bremer,
then-head (if the Coalition Provisional Authority — he
was the one responsible for disbanding the Iraqi army
— according to a 2004 article on Democracy Now,
and Blackwater has earned more than a billion dollars
from the U.S. government since 2001, according to a
Congressional report.
However, problems have arisen regarding the
behavior and decorum of such mercenaries as well
M rising issues of accountability. According to a
report released in October 2007 by the Congressional Committee on Oversight and Government
Reform, out of 195 shooting engagements between
2005 and 2007, Blackwater employes shot first
163 times. In 2006. an allegedly drunken Blackwater employee shot and killed a security guard of the
Iraqi vice president. The employee was fired liom
Blackwater and immediately shipped out of Iraq,
and though U.S. attorneys are investigating, no
other legal action has been taken since.
More recently, Blackwater security forces
opened fire in Baghdad and killed 17 civilians, including women and children. The New York Times
has since reported that the FBI had found .it least
i-l of the 17 killings to be unjustified.
Black water's continued presence in Iraq, while
poaribiy slightly improving an extremely poor se* ■»1 its. ritDttton as well as giving some aid to American soldiers, has cost the United States a great deal,
not only financially but also {>oliticall>

The Ever-Social Oorwin

Upon hearing of Blackwater's contract renewal.
Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki told reporters.
This is had news. I personally am not happy with
this, especially because they have committal SCtl
of aggression, killed Iraqis, and this has not been
resolved yet positively for families < >t uctuns
With roughly 25,000 private contractors in [mo
representing three seturit\ lirms
DynCorp and
Triple Canopy are the others — it could be argued
that the cost America pays for security comes at the
expense of the goals it's trying toacbw VS
By employing mercenaries who are outside ol
Iraqi law and have little or no .urountatnlitv t<>
anyone but themselves, the United StatM is undei
mining its efforts by using tones that are outside
of its control, while at the SUM tune, claiming that
eliminating rogue forces and militias in Iraq hu
been one of the United States' primal \ objectives

Ihc ue ot mercenai) forces DM been derided
for centuries. In The Prince,' famous milit. 11 \ and
DOUtksJ strategist Machiavclh clearK sl.it
een.tries and auxiliary forces are both useless and
dangerous. Anyone win> relies <>n merceiiarv tr.HfM
to keep himself in DOWSf will never be safe Of Secure,
for they are ambitious, tll-disciplined. treacherous
Though written in 1513. it can 1H- applied to 2008.
Say what you will about America's policymakers. but America's military establishment, by and
large, has held fattf to the standards we would expect from such an institution
When the militar> errs, it IIMI.IIK is held ae
countable and when it is s.-iit abroad it is because
tlie soldiers have volunteered to di 1 >oii 11 Ibegoodol
the nation, not for an obscenely large paycheck As
such mercenary (ones are given betta equipment.
more body armor, lass accountability ana mi more
money, it is DO km man .i snub to all our nation's
military personnel that we allow such orgain/.itmn
too|H-rate fieeh undei the American flag.
If we continue to use mercenaries to supple
men! our own forces at the expense ol 0UI ideals
Ul11
.IIHI wallets, we constantly
be epologuani foi
the oonduel or* those we have no control over, in
less ni eourse, we work for Blackwater
Jonathan Hanson is a student nt IsVBS Ici h ffl
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By CharlesdeGrazia, Kenny Lass, Jr. and Max Fisher
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Beatles (over band, Voxpower, a regular at popular Florence venue, The BeBop Music Club
BY JESS NOVAK
!hc B'ce/e

FLORENCE. Italy - Upon coming to Florence, Italy for the semester, it seemed
obvious that in such n culturally rich city and region of the world, art would be
bursting from a multitude of galleries and music would be filling the air. While it
is true that art is abundant in the crowded streets of little Florence, it seems music
is not so widely emphasized. This is what made finding BeBop and Voxpower so
exciting.
1M BeBop Music Club offers music lovers hope and a stimulating artistic environim-ut ID .< <il> -surprisingly void of live bands and a substantial musical community.
■ i. Tuesday nights with the Beatles cover band Voxpower offer a refreshing
alternative to the typical pubs and monotonous discoteccas littered throughout the
city.

The BeBop Music Club is a unique venue in Florence as it boasts an impressive
MstOf) and an invigorating live music schedule, hosting bands every night of the
week. The club was originally a wine bar in the early 1980s. It became BeBop in 1987
when it transformed into a more music-friendly environment, accentuated by the relaxed atmosphere, vintage decorations and ample space for dancing, socializing and
musk making.
Voxpower, one of BeBop's most popular bands, has been a regular at the club
MIKC the group formed 10 years ago and continues to bring in ever-growing crowds
each week.
The shows are always really crazy and always different," said Fashian, the stage
BUM (if the "John Lennon" of Voxpower. "At other bars there is no contact with (he
■udfcnce but He|ioi> hie l neat ^tage where we can really corn..
Though Fashian began his musical career with his discovery of the Rolling Stones,
he and the other members of Voxpower, Dason as "Paul,* Fazzenbauer as "George"
and Muffin as "Ringo," all progressed musically thanks to the Beatles. This strong
connection and influence is also apparent through their convincing stage presence
and performance, including authentic costumes, similar mannerisms, Knglish stage
names and original instrumentation.
"We play all the original vintage instruments used by the Beatles, brands and
and wear authentic suits straight from 'A Hard Days Night,'" said Fashian.
Though it's funny, the boots are straight from the UK, but made in Italy."
However, Voxpower sets itself apart from other Beatles cover bands in ways beyond suits and guitars, all the way down to one of the most unique characteristics of
the legendary group, McCartney's left-handed guitar. Because of McCartney's guitar
style, he and Lennon were able to stand back to back at the microphone without colliding, creating a mirror image of symmetric guitars.
This is a key way to tell if a band is really an accurate cover of the Beatles," explained Fashian. 'Sometimes they even flip the image in pictures to look more like
I ennon and McCartney, but when they're on stage, they can't do it. We're all lefthanded, so we were able to create an accurate interpretation."
MO VOXfOWtl,

'rW and John,' of Voxpower, perform Sfl Popper'* lowly Heart's Out lone1 ot the mink dub Itftop in Flortwe.

ptgo It

ANGEL: Brazilian journalist sheds light on country's past oppression

(IAIC HUnOW/tortnbmim >k«r«k.
Hildeoofd Angel speaks at 0 mfHn before the showing of the dwimwitary 7uiu Angd'

ANGEL from front

of Brazil, spoke before the showing of the film. He sixdie of the "dark
it the dfebrtonMp."
This movie proses that lit* K<» s on." U*oni said. "Brazil is fortun.tielv ,i \er> ditterent country today."
'Ihe 10K minute documentary spoken in Portuguese with I-Jiglish
subtitles spared no details of what it was like lu live in Brazil from 1964
to 1985. Hie Angel family's story left many in tears.
'People have tu knmv" said Maddison, s|H*akin^ to Hildegard. ~You
haw come through the most profound grief, .to make a profound change
on the lives of your family, your friends and your country."
Hildegard spoke at the reception before the film screening.
She said the purpose of the film was to make students aware of who
Zuzu Angel was. a mother and a fashion designer.
11 mie to talk tu you nl*>ut Bra/.il the Brazil that took the lives of
sum.im.'llilde&ml sin!
Brad ond the Angers' rrogedy
On March 31, 1964, the military in Brazil staged a coup and overthrew President Joan Uiulart. lor the next 20 years the military would
euntroltheeountry.
imagine it the peopk' at the Pentagon t(»ok over the White House
and Congress," said Keo Cavakanti, head of the sociology dei>-irtment.
< -i\ah ami uns a missionary «n Brazil during the military regime before
leav iiu; l-eemise of persecution.

"Imagine, as college students, not having an SGA, a student MM
paper. Imagine that some of your classmates were militants put there to
make sure your professor didn't deviate from the approved syllabus."
This regime caused a deep sense of uncertainty for the people of Brazil. It was hard to have a regular life when people never knew when or
if the government was going to come for them, according to Cavakanti.
Many people chose to leave Brazil at this time.
Throughout the whole thing, the Angel family stayed as a witness to
a very brutal government... at great personal cost," Cavalcanti said.
This was the state of Brazil when Zuzu was becoming a worid-renowned fashion designer. She was the first Brazilian to haw her work
shown in the United States. It was also the state where Stuart, being a
"young, idealist student, who carried the pain of his country" according
to Hildegard, began to defy the military regime.
"Activism wasn't a fashion, it was a necessity," Cavalcanti said.
".Some of us worked as activists, and some of its disappeared."
One day Zuzu received an anonymous phone call telling her that
Stuart was arrested. Because prisoners were moved from military base
to military base, it was nearly impossible for family members to find
them, according to Cavalcanti. This made finding Stuart impossible for
Zuzu, but she didn't stop trying.
Zuzu enlisted the help of famous Americans in her attempt to find
her son. In 1976 Zuzu, disguised as an American tourist, personally
handed a letter to U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, detailing the
torture and death of her son as relayed to her by another prisoner.
"Forgive me on insisting in bringing to you the case of my son when
you are visiting my country and believe n>e, these are the most sincere
words you are hearing in this trip," Zuzu wrote in her letter to Kissinger.
"You will understand the suffering of a mother, who had her only son
tortured and murdered by the Brazilian military government ."
Stuart's wife, Sonia, was also arrested, tortured and eventually killed
in the same fashion.
Zuzu's outspokenness and zeal, with whkh she pursued the truth of
her son's death, did not go overlooked by the military regime.
"If something should happen to me, if I die in a car accident or assault or some other way, it will have been the work of the same assassins
who killed my beloved son," she said.
On April 14,1976, one month after lianding her ktter to Kissinger,
she was lulled in a provoked car accident. Her death was deemed an accident until 22 years later, when it was proven to be murder.
In the end, Hildegard's father gave up his Brazilian and American
citizenship, and died without a passport.
That's how deeply the tragedy affected him." Maddison said.
Zulu and hew work

During a fashion show in New York City in 1971. Zu/u presented Ihe
first political protest fashion collection. She used her work to shed light
on the oppression in Brazil.
"She had the conviction that her son had been murdered during a torture session in a military air force base." Hildegard sakl. "She thought | the
fashion show) could be an opportunity to denounce this to the world."
She used white cloth embroidered with such symbols as the sun behind bars, military caps, armed forces jeeps and denes painted black in
her collection.
After the presentation, Zuzu appeared on the catwalk dressed in
black, with a black veil and a belt mack of erucilixes - something Madonna did years Liter.

The collection was titled "Fashion and freedom" and newspapers all
over the world covered it as the first ever protest fashion show in the
history of fashion.
"She saw beauty in freedom," Hildegard said. "It was a huge success.''
Zuzu used her connections with Hollywood figures, such as famous
movie actresses Joan Crawford and Kim N<»vak, to help her in pursuing the truth of her son's murder, but the military regime in Brazil was
unyielding.
Years after his death, Stuart Fdgar Angel Jones, was acquitted of all
charges for which he was arrested, too late.
"Now I am asking for the body of my son. It is the minimum a mother could ask for," Zuzu said after her son's trial.
Stuart's body was never returned to her, according to Hildegard. It
is suspected that it was thrown from helicopter into the ocean, as was
the custom.
HUtoordnow

A former model-turned-journalist, Hildegard set up the Zuzu Angel
Institute of Fashion of the city of Rio de Janeiro in 1993 in the memory
nf her mother.
She has been a journalist since she was 17 and works in Rio de Janeiro at the lot rul do Brasil — one of tin
oldest papers in Brazil - where she has
her own page, and covers all subjects.
"Sometimes I turn back and look at
the past and think, if you work a lot and
pay no attention to time or salary, then
you have succeeded," Hildegard said.
"And to liavc this approach to the profes- M
sion, you have to love it a lot."
As someone who has lived through
the time of the dictatorship in Brazil,
Hildegard emphasized the importance
of freedom of the press. During tin- B0
years of the military regime, they controlled 1 ailio. TV and print.
"In my country (journalism) is an option of freedom, of opinion and also a kind
of vigilance of the government," Hildegard sakl.
She has spent her life making sure
that what happened to Stuart and her
mother is not forgotten Kven though
Brazil lias reinstated democraty, the past
cannot be erased.
"I think I haw an obligation to tell
the story, because I'm the one who was
there," Hildegard said.
"There was an amnesty when democracy was reinstated," said Maddison.
This country is healing, emotionally."
Maddison asked what JMlTs role
could be in fostering this healing.
There is so much room for growth."
she sakl. "And that growth can come
from learning about events such as the role
^ [,*** of HHHCtfD MGf 1
that Zuzu Angel plaved in that regime."
_
, „ , .,
Zulu Angel s foihioni wore
featured in moaazirm globally
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PICTURE: JMU through the lens
PICTURE from page 9

iboul what it is like t«» be an undergraduate al
JMU."
The students are encouraged to take pictures of what JMU means to them. It helps the
t.niiln ind staff members see through the eyes
ot ,IM1' students, while it also allows the participants to make and keep memories through
their photograph!
The gallery displays three photographs from
each student along with a description about
themselves and what they have learned from the
project. The pictures on display vary from roomin. iti's. to mad trips, to the enormous amount of
■taps leading) up from Hridgeforth Stadium.
"1 transferred from a small community college and the one thing that really hit me here
it JMU w.i- the people. Everyone was willing
to help me and the pictures really reflect the
tci'liiin ot the people." said Rodrick Rigden, a
sophomore industrial design major from Boyce.
V.i . who attended the function to support his
ti lends photographs.
Trevor Wilhelms. a sophomore theater major
from Koanoke, Va.. found out about the PictureIT! JMU Project through an e-mail sent out the
summer In-fore his freshman year began.
"It mentioned how you could move in a day

'Stop' to reflect on soldiers' lives
Decidedly anti-war film strikes deep, but is a bit overdone

early, which is what really caught my eye at
first,' Wilhelms said. Then I read the rest of
the e-mail and I'm glad I responded."
Wilhelms believes that the project has made
him more willing to explore JMU.
"I have definitely gone to some new pluccs
to shoot the pictures and I think I look at things
a little differently now,' Wilhelms said.
The Picturem JMU students meet one-on-one
with staff in Institutional Research and in groups
once a semester and discuss the to photographs
they took that are most important to them.
At the end of the year, the students pick the
pictures that best represent their year at JMU
and receive a memory book containing the chosen pictures. They also receive a stipend for being involved.
"It has been an evolving process." said
Doherty. "We started with their freshman year
and students wanted to continue with it so now
we are going to be able to follow the same group
of students until they graduate."
Once these sophomores graduate, Doherty
plans to continue the project by starting again
with incoming freshman.
The pictures will be on display in the Prism
Gallery until May. The pictures can also be
viewed on jmu.edu.

Do you have what it takes to write for
The Breeze?
E-mail us at breezearts@gmail.com
i

BY BRYAN KOENIG
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WASHINGTON - Movies of all shapes and
sizes are bound to explore an issue as controversial as the Iraq war. While many are going
to be mindless action flicks and gory stories of
war, some arc going to be profound trips into
the human psyche. "Stop-Loss" is of the latter
variety, a meaningful, albeit chaotic, image of
the soldiers' tragedy and the country's mural
vortex.
An unabashedly left-leaning, anti-war film,
"Stop-Loss" stare Ryan Phillippe as Staff Sgt.
Brandon King. King comes home to his small
Texas town after having served two terms in
Afghanistan and Iraq and is accompanied
by childhood friends and fellow servicemen
Tommy Burgess and Steve Shriver (played by
Joseph Gordon-Levitt and charming Tatum,
respectively). King is excited to get out of the
Army and on with the rest of his life. However,
his hopes are soon dashed when he finds himself subjected to stop-loss, a U.S. military policy
that forces soldiers to serve past their original
discharge date.
Angry, confused and completely fed up
with war. King exemplifies one of the film's resounding themes when he tells his commanding officer, f— the President." The confused
protagonist finds himself on a physical and
mental journey across the landscape of the
United States and of his soul. While at times
graphic and unnecessarily violent, the journey
is ■ \ ivid and powerful exploration of the soldier's dilemma, the heartache and turmoil of
war and post-traumatic stress disorder, from

which nearly every character seems to suffer.
The trauma appears to be the true focus of the
film. The practice of stop-loss is merely a tool
to initiate the plot. It is criticized but never
fully explored.
Meaningful as it is. "Stop-Loss," at limes,
overdoes it. With the exception of King, every
soldier, in addition to being emotionally and
physically scarred, appears dedicated to "killing
hajji." All sport tattoos, and amble through the
script in a strange and barely linear pattern of
self-destruction. Perhaps designed to be so, the
plot itself is of a similar nature: nonsensical and
fractured. While the meaning and message are
more than clear, the ultimate conclusion to the
story seems hollow.
It is, however, more than possible that Director Kimberly Peirce deliberately oversaw a plot
that looped back on itself and left an unsatisfying
story. The story does, after all, take a backseat to
the human tragedy it explores. The full extent of
what war can and has done to the soldiers who
fight it - physically and mentally - is explored
with wonderful performances. None of the characters appear to be fully in control of themselves
or their surroundings and are little more than
branches floating with a powerful current they
barely understand
The action of "Stop-Loss" is a brutal abstraction. Used mostly to hammer in the horrific psychology of war. it is far too gritty and much too
short to be confused with a garden-variety war
flick Instead, it seems aimed at horrifying the
audience as much as possible so that they might
empathize with the characters, visceral marks on
tin- skin and spirit that never fade and are never
treated.
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If you feel too young to lose your hearing, you're not alone.
Did you know that almost 40% ol hearing impaired Americans are under the
age of 65? From rock concerts to discos. Baby Boomers have been exposed
previous generations. Fortunately, Siemens hat
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Junior defender Jessko Brophy (25) drive! downlield in Modison's 11-10 overtime loss to William t Hory on Friday After splitting then linl two (onlerence gomes, the Dukes look to improve tkeir retord in the CM with gomes ogoinst Delowore ond lowson Itiis weekend

Five Games Remaining, Pressure's On
After rebounding against
Old Dominion, the Dukes
aim for top four of CAA
BYSEAN YOUNGBERG
contributing writer

A shocking 11-10 overtime loss to
William & Mary on Friday was not
how the Dukes (5-6) planned on opening their conference play. A 13-5 route
of Old Dominion on Sunday however,
is more of what the Dukes expect from
their squad.
JMU's defense forced Old Dominion to a dismal 10 for 19 in clears, and

20 percent shooting from the field. But
the Dukes' offense was in sync from
start to finish; senior attacker Emily Mailer led JMU with four goals on
four shots, seven Dukes contributed
one goal each and five players came off
the bench to score. The Dukes shot 50
percent and eight of their 13 goals were
assisted
"It is always good to get a win after
a tough loss, like the one we had against
William & Mary," junior attacker Jaime
Dardine said. "We are going into the rest
of the conference schedule with a clear
mind and taking it game to game."
The Dukes lost last year in the Colonial Athletic Association championship 15-13 to Hofstra. Since the loss, the
talk surrounding JMU has been about

Despite Its Defensive
Losses, Football Ready
But loss of Baronowsky
and Abdul-Wahid evident
BY WS SHAW

Football is now nearly two weeks
into its spring practice season, with
three full-pad practices this week before its second scrimmage on Saturday.
The culmination of the spring session
comes with the Spring Game on April
19, after more than three weeks of onfield training.
The Dukes will have 15 practices
this spring, the max number allowed by
NCAA rules. On March 27 they began
with two straight days of no-pad practices. Four contact sessions followed
leading to the first scrimmage last Saturday.
Just eight practices and one scrimmage into the spring, Coach Mickey
Matthews was able to name his most
impressive unit thus far.
"Our entire defensive line has really

played well this spring." he said after
practice Monday. They should because
they're very experienced and many of
our guys have been playing on the defensive line here for a long time."
JMU will graduate only two of its
defensive linemen from 2007. but both
losses are key for the Dukes.
Hassan Abdul-Wahid was fourth on
the team in sacks last season, starting
every game at defensive end for Madison. The presence of the 6-foot-5, 240
pound pass rusher will be a tough one
to replace.
Leaving an even bigger hole on the
line is the departure of defensive tackle
John Baranowsky. Baranowsky had
only 12 solo tackles, but ranked third on
the team with 4.5 sacks. His massive 6foot-3, 200-pound frame played a huge
role stopping the run and plugging up
the line of scrimmage.
"Baranowsky played a ton for us."
Matthews said. "He was our bell cow
on defense, probably the best defensive
SM

getting back and playing for another each game is vital to our goal of a conchance at the tit!,ference title."
"The pressure is to get to that CAA
But before the Dukes look too far
Championship game,
down the road,
that is our ticket to the
they must travel to
NCAA
tournament.'
Delaware (8-3) on
senior defender Brigid
We are at a point in Friday to take on
Strain said.
fierce Blue Hens
our season that each asquad
The Dukes have
who came
five games left on their
from behind with
game is vital to our seven
schedule. Only CAA opunanswered
ponents remain, and
goal of a [CAA] title goals to defeat Hofthree of the five remainstra 11-7 on Sun- EMILY HALLER
ing games are at home.
day.
JMUtworotteikir
There is a lot on
"Right now it
the line for conferis very important
-*9
ence games; each one
for us to focus on
is equally as important," Haller said. the moment, play to play, game to game
"We are at a point in our season that and not get caught up in the rankings,"

u

Young Will Play on Biggest Stage

mmmma/uimm

lomen Young (II) lelebroles oher setting me IMU smgtejome storing record ogoinst taXord on tor* 20. See pool 12 lor Ike slory of her WNU stlerton

FOOTBALl, ptft I?

Baseball 2nd in CAA

Woods Aims for 14th Major

The JMU baseball team, winners of seven of their last eight
games, will look to continue its strong play this weekend at
home against the Delaware Blue Hens.
Offensively, junior outfielder Brett Sellers and sophomore
first baseman Steven Caseres fuel the 22-8 Dukes. The two
have combined for 19 home runs and 63 runs-batted-in this
season.
On the mound, sophomore Kyle Hoffman, who is coming
off of a win last weekend against l-ongwood, leads Madison.
His five wins are the most on the team and his 3.99 earned run
average is the lowest among the starters.
JMU's bullpen has been solid throughout the season, led
by the emergence of freshman Turner Phelps. Phelps has 36
strikeouts in rjg 1/3 innings pitched.
The Dukes will take on a struggling but talented Delaware
team thai was picked to finish in the top four of the conference
in the preseason coaches |»>ll
Currently, the Blue Hens' record stands at 10-19 with a 5
7 conference record after splitting their last four games. JMU
sits at second in the CAA with a 12-3 mark in the conference.
Nationally ranked UNC Wilmington leads the CAA at 13-1.
Delaware's recently improved play can he attributed to
emergence of freshman Matt Harden. A reliever most of the season, Harden moved to third base last week and was named CAA
fresh in. in <>| the we. k KM his .385 hatting average and 2 RBI.
The series starts Friday afternoon at 3p.m. at Mauck Stadium and will continue throughout the weekend. Saturday and
Sunday's games will both start at l p.m.
—from staffrrports

senior attacker Jackie Gateau said
The Dukes are in the middle of a
three-game road trip as they play at
Delaware this Friday at 7 p.m. and then
travel to first place Towson on April 13.
The CAA Tournament begins May 2.
Currently, JMU ranks fifth in the CAA
with a 1-1 conference record. It will need
to finish in the top four to reach the conference tournament and have a chance
to avenge last year's loss to Hofstra.
Towson. W&M, Delaware and
George Mason currently make up the
top four, with defending champion Hofstni 111 sixth with a 1-2 CAA record.
"Making the conference tournament
is the first goal, from there we can talk
about winning a championship," JMU
coach Shelley Klaes-Bawcombe said.

BY THOMAS BONK
/ m Angela Jiam

AUGUSTA, Ga. — He wore all black,
including a black cap, hut Tiger Woods
also wore a sunny disposition Tuesday
at Augusta National Golf Club, and it
seemed to fit him well.
Countdown to the 72nd Masters
has begun in earnest, and Thursday's
first round probably can't come soon
enough for Woods. He's already tapering off nil pre-tournament work.
Woods limited his practice round
to nine holes and was done well before
noon on Tuesday.
As far as preparations go. Woods
seems to have had his till, and he won't
have long to wait to see if he's going to
be able to live up to his words.
Keinember? Winning all four majors
this year is "well within reason."

First bow™ Sim (awn boh in JMU's IW victory cw longwood Saturday

That's what Woods said a couple of
months ago.
That's what Woods reiterated in
a lively question-and-answer session
Tuesdav
Woods got handed the big question early, whether anything has happened so far to dissuade him from his

opinion.
"No," he answered without hesitation. "I mean, the reason why 1 said
that, you have to understand why I said
that - because I've done it before. I've
won all four in a row."
In 2000, Woods won the U.S. Open
at Pebble Beach, the British Open at St.
Andrews and the PGA Championship at
Valhalla, then won the 2001 Masters to
hold all four major championship titles
at the same time.
"Majority of my career
nine
of those years I've won five or more
tournaments, so just got to win the
right four. That's what it boils down
to."
Phil Mickelson said that he agreed
with Wood*, that winning all four
majors in one year is possible
"It's going to be a tough feat," he
said Tuesday. "It's certainly a possibility. And he has already won four
majors in a row, so it's not an impossible feat.
"It's been done by Bobby JOMI 1
long time ago, certainly not with the
professional majors. But I think it's
w WOWS, w 12
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YOUNG: No. 8 Pick to Meet
Her Teammates Thursday
fOUNG, fwp from

of recruiting coup. Young chose to attend
I rebuilding JMU program despite overtures from conference rival Old Dominion, which has won every Colonial Athletic
Association championship since 1992.
I'M when you think you know them,
lhi'\ turn around and make a decision like
that," said Tynes, who was also a graduate
assistant at JMU under coach Shelia Moorman from 1983-85. "Which I thought was
,1 fantastic decision, because I've had kids
that have gone to schools because they're
ranked third in the nation but it wasn't
necessarily the best place for them."
But Young fit in at JMU right away.
She started 28 of 29 games as a freshman,
averaging 13.8 points and seven rebounds
II sh>-helped the Dukes recover from their
first losing season in five years.
But even after Young set the JMU and
CAA scoring records three years later,
some coaches were still surprised when
she held her own against other WNBA
hopefuls at Pre-Draft Camp.
"Some of the coaches came up to me

Tamera Young's Career Achievements at JMU
JMU Ail-Time Records:
•Career Points- 2,121
•Career Scoring Average-16.7
•Points in a Season- 693
•Season Scoring Average- 20.4
•Points in a Game- 38 (tied w/ Dawn Evans)
•Career Steals-275
•Career Starts-125

and the way they were talking it was just
like they didn't know that 1 was that good,"
Young said in an interview Monday. "Kveryone looks at the bigger name schools.
...Me coming from James Madison in
the CAA, I guess they didn't expect that I
could hang with them."
When she competed against the game's
elite two summers ago in the 2006 U.S. national under-20 team tryouLs, Young had
her struggles. But that experience made
her more comfortable going into the 2008
WNBA Pre-Draft Camp when she was reunited with many of the same players.
There, Young impressed league officials enough to gamer a No. 11 overall
projection in the draft on WNBA.com.
Of course, she exceeded even those expectations Wednesday when the Atlanta
Dream, an expansion franchise, made her
its inaugural first-round pick
"We're pretty big - in the expansion
draft we [got] seven players that are playing the 4 and the 5 position,' Dream coach
and General Manager Marynell Meadors
said in a phone interview Wednesday. "So

we were definitely looking for a guard
that we felt could come in and really
give us some great playing time."
Young finished her career at JMU
as the school leader in points and
steals, while she also set the CAA mark
for points. She set that record in a
third round Women's National Invitation Tournament loss at Kentucky on
March 26. After scoring 28 points in
the 84-76 loss. Young increased her

FOOTBALL: Spring Game
Scheduled for April 19
(0OIBAU,fcompt|tll
lineman in the country [in the Football
Championship Subdivision!. To really replace John, after the 12 games he played
magnificently last season, will be tough."
I,ooking toward next season, Madi. utered its spnng with the goal of
improving upon what it has for 2008, as
opposed to dwelling on what it lost.
Our first goal was to make sure we
had a really good winter conditioning
program, from January until the time
spring training started," Matthews said.
"Everyone came in in really good shape."
Tlw NCAA allows players to work
1 'lit eight hours per week with their team
during the offseason.
I'm sure we get close to that," said
the 10-year coach, who just signed a
three-year contract extension with JMU
■ bruary. "We're lifting Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday."
Matthews' quarterback Rodney
Linden will be entering his senior season with the Dukes. Last vear he led the

CAA Accomplishments & Awards
•CAA Afl-Freshman Team-2005
•CAA All-Tournament Team- 2006
•All-CAA First Team- 2006,2007,2008
•CAA Player of the Year in 2008
•Ail-Time CAA Scoring Leader
•CAA's No. 2 All-Time Rebounder-1,127
•Nine-Time CAA Player of the Week

career point total to 2,121 points. The
previous record belonged to Celeste
Hill of Old Dominion, who scored
2,113 points from 1990-94.
And while Young never accomplished her collegiate goal of winning
a CAA championship, her selection by
,1 professional team about six hours
away from her family's home in Wilmington, N.C. left her mother in tears of
happiness, according to Brooks.

Young will meet three of her new
teammates tomorrow. Atlanta Dream
second-year guard Ivory Latta, tnurthyear center Katie Fecnstra and secondyear forward Camille Little will be at
the press conference. The San Antonio
Silver Stars traded Little, Chioma Nnamaka (a 2008 second-round selection)
and their 2009 first-round pick for two
former Dream players and Atlanta's
2009 second-round pick.

WOODS: Clear-cut Favorite at Augusta
WOODS, frompp II
doable. I just dont know what the odds
will be."
Drawing a line that connects
Woods to major championships |g 1
popular exercise on the PGA Tour,
niainl) l>ecause he has made il such .1
straight one. When Woods successfully
defended his PGA Championship last
year at Southern Hills, his collection of
major titles reached 13, five fewer than
Jack Nicklaus' record of 18.
Woods is widely regarded as having a better chance of surpassing
Nicklaus' total than winning all four
majors in one year.
But Zach Johnson, the defending
Masters champion, says Woods is a
unique player, easily capable of the
unexpected, or even blurring the line

team in both passing and rushing, with
1,678 and 1,273 yards, respectively.
Matthews said one of his goals of
spring training was to improve Landers' abilities prior to the upcoming season. He hit nearly all of his targets on
Monday's practice, finding his receivers
in routes across the field, including two
notable long-field completions.
For Matthews, the goal of the spring
session is to improve each individual
player and build chemistry that will
hopefully carry over into August.
"It's a team sport and you are working on chemistry," Matthews said. "But
in order to improve as a team each player
has to improve individual!)■."
The number of returning players has
Matthews optimistic about having a valuable spring.
"Now our goal is to get better as a
football team," Matthews said. "When
you have as many guys returning as
we do, we expect to have a good spring
training."

of what's seen as impossible.
Mr says he can get better, which
is absolutely scary," Johnson said
Tuesday. "I mean. 1 know I can. It's
encouraging. Makes you want to work
harder. He's a freak, in a good way.
"He's won every major and won
every major multiple times. Sol think
everybody would probably agree that
it seems like his form, middle to the
end of last year and certainly the beginning of this year, you can kind of
compare it to 2001, that time period,
and that was scary. So he's still as
scary as ever.
"Yeah, that discussion is going to
come up a lot, especially around him.
But you know, 1 don't know how hard
it is for him. but that seems like a very
hard feat."

And if it's going to start, that place
is Augusta National, which is playing
loagi difficult and unbending in the
practice rounds.
Moist and cool conditions have
not only made the course play longer
than its 7.445 yards because the ball
doesn't roll on the fairway, but the
greens have been softened. Woods
doesn't expect them to remain that
way
Woods, who will play the first two
rounds with U.S. Open champion Angel
Cabrera and Stuart Appleby, says being
successful on the greens is essential.
"You can't putt poorly here and
win," he said. "Now, you have to drive
the ball well in order to win here. Before, you could spray it all over the
place and it didn't matter.

Interested in writing for The Breeze sports section?
10-mail us at hrBe2e8portB@gniaU.COlB
or come to The Breeze office located in Aftthony-Seeger Hall

Harrisonburg's Off Campus Luxury Living

Conveniently Located
Only 1ia Blocks from JMU Campus

Lease NOW For Fall 2008!
42" Plasma Television Furnished In Each Unit*
Furniture Package Available
Roommate Matching Available
4Bedrooms 4'Baths
2 Laundry Rooms : Fitness Facility
Granite Countertops : Pool
Basketball & Volleyball Courts
Security Cameras : Great location
And Much More

COLDWOLL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

FkrtflM

nwdRooi

540-434-5150
{jJWW.CMaYlt^ou^Xowi^ts.coyvs
MS Ron RcpublU Rood • rUnisonbura, VA 22801 <>

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'
*

SmndRooi

■Fife***WnenrnOV«T, *i ^woHmm 1 u*» CeUwOeew

•

Madison Manor
• Fireplaces
• Pool

• On Bus Route
• Spcious Living

• Tennis Courts

• Per Friendly

www.0ffcampu9H0using.com
"odto^g^rijnrJ^J^lJMvaj^

COl DW1 l l
BANklR
COMMERCIAL

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS
715 Port Republic ROAI
HArrtsonburg. VA 22801

434-5150
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Affordable Self Storage Inc.

Have you heard
Klipsch speakers?

inTpsch

Chances are you have - half of new movie theaters today
install Klipsch cinema speakers. Crutchfield proudly
welcomes their great-sounding line of high-performance
speakers for music and home theater.

391 Ml. Clinton Pike
Hamsonburg. Va 22801
540.476.1116

Close to JMU!!
We Cater to
College Students
- WE BEAT COMPETITION PRICE BY 10%
- ASK FOR STUDENT RATES
- CAR STORAGE SPACES ALSO AVAILABLE
-5X5.5X10. 10X10. 10X15. I OX 20 AVAILABLE

PLUS Saturday, April 12 MECA Spring Bass-Off
Registration begins at 11:00am • Bass-Off noon - 5pm
■ Trophies and prize money awarded for the loudest vehicles*
■ Top 4 in each class get a trophy (Amateur, Street. Modified Street,
Modified Extreme, Radical) and 1st place gets a s50 gift card
■ SQL competition and drive-by SPL parade
■ s30 registration (discount for MECA members)

Cmlchfifld Advisor

'Based on number ot entries

Unique Nails

■ Call MECA (615) 851-7428 or our store for more information

540-442-8883

CRUTCHFIELD

243-K Neff Avenue
(Next to Caesar's)

Cloverleaf Shopping Center. 109 S. Carton Si ■ (540) 434 1000

I louse of

Oak & Solas
I-<„;ill the things thai-JOUm

SAVE 35%
off second sofa or chair
wh<m you buy ,he firs,

regular price!

SPRING
UPHOLSTERY

„

Faff Set 122
Fill $15
Mii/corc ■ $11
ftiintt - $11
MulkfidiCtmko-$iO
Fiii * Hi/If 5(1 • $35

Gel Fill 5.1 liquid $10
Gel liquid Fill - 525
G«f Fill Sit fowitt $32
Gel Fill Ponder-$20
Dtluc Pedicure ■ $35

Bring this lid mi tttlnt $2 OFF!

SALE
SAVE 25%
on fabric
by the yard:
Choose from
over 30,000
fabrics in our
Design Center!

ADVERTISE IN
GRADUATION GUIDE BY

APRIL 24TH!

RESERVE YOUR
SPACE NOW!

540.568.6127
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Special offer for College Students

Quick.
Connect
Internet you need, without the phone line you don't!

Get Verizon High Speed Internet with no phone service for as low as
Special Off-Campus Student Offer
• Speeds up to 7.1 Mbps available
• Student-friendly 9-month contract
• No extra monthly cost to wirelessly connect your roommates
• No paper bills to deal with... we take credit cards

mt^m ^^ a month
(for speeds up to 768 Kbps)

All the speed you need to iTune, Facebook, YouTube and IM.
While you're studying, of course...
To find out more or sign up,
Email us today at
collegeHSI@verizon.com.
Hurry. Class starts in like five minutes.

I «MnW(

It's the Network
collegeHSI@verizon.com

- OfeoilrMiM

vemon

www.thebreeze.org
Thursday, April 10, 2008

SUMMER
STORAOr"
Storage
unit rcnl.il .ill summer RN 51(10 Call
for more derails Acom Mrni Storage
1540157J 1941

4 BEDROOM AKI HUNTERS RDXaf
4 BednHim Hunters Ridge Apt ml
able for 2008-2009 school year $250
per person Fully furnished, new appliances. Lease available June 1st
- May 31st. Contact JLG Properties
(4101 245-1478 Kt to, log or email
£tmhamcracker929(a comcasl net

FEMALE ROOMMATE WAMTED
Spacious room M own entrance and
full hath Rent S40U'monlh plus stater
drum email haker2jKnjniu.edu or
call 1540) 560-1.179 «40) 560-3379

3 BEDROOM KIM MICK SI 2 Mocks
fnsm Memorial Hall Washer Dryer. Air
conditioned 5325 person
Call 540-178 5980

MOVINfi.'I.IVINfi OFF CAMPUS'
Go lo ssebjmueuVotl listings htm.
JMU's official sue for off campus
IKIUMIIC. rOOMMB, and lumiture.
(ireat for adscmsing sublet rentals

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE High
Street. 2 blocks from Memorial Hall
$323 person Aiailable July Isl Call
540-431.2126

LARGt ONE BhOROOM APARI
Ml M. Great location, almost new.
W; D. Dishwasher. AC. Available in
May. or on 8,17. No pets. $565. www.
dogtsootkommonscom.
(540)4331569

MENT. close to campus, good OUCssI
lion. AC. no pels. Available 8/I7A8.
$450(5401433 156915401433 1569

LARGE 2 RhDROOM TOWNHOI SE. two Nocks from campus
with basement and WD, Available
7>|/08 or 8/1708. J650/mo. www
dogstoodcommons com/walnul html
(5401433 1569
MADISON MANOR: 2 A 3 spacious
bedroom units still available with lireplace and balcony Until, basketball
and (ennis courts on grounds - Corriacl
Coldwell banker Commercial Funkhouser REALTOR (540| 434 5150
SI III I \M HI liKOOM llll i HM
MONS J250/
ltd. female prelerrcd.
(371)2434114
si MM K SUBLEASE 2 person
umnhomc May to July S380tlow

I \K<il

c'M

BEDROOM APART

FEMALE ROOMATElSl wanted for
2007-08 school year Call Amy $40325-1379 acuesoS shenlel nel

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING1 $250 Day PQMBfW
No Experience Necessary luiuimAvailaNe (800.965 6520 XT2I2
SUMMfcR JOB Live and work .*, the
<>ulct Banks (Nug* Head arc... Sou
hiring hi all pMkkm Vi.ii ««u
mworlheom foi mure infornuiion and
an application
DANCE ACADEMY
inlcmc*,.,,:
Ifaf o..rt time JJIKI* m.ltiKiii[1 (or fait
2008 ipring 2009 Musi have car and be
willing in viav through May 2009 Numerous dance form\ laught lupenencc
preferred Call 810-3631.

( \kii,i\ i ks

MI

ni i) ro

supet

vise group* of little dancers during their
c.Hxen rehearsal week in Wilson Auditorium, Ma> 19th 25th MUM be aNe lo
work all dates and times. 2-3 noun per
da> hemeeii ihr lituirs ,.| I 45-8.45 p.m.
Mon Ihurs rj. week specified, and 6
10 p.m Sal May 24th. 26 p.m. Sun
Ma> :5th RtfmONI re.|uircd (all
IIQ W,l|
IIOMI HASH) HI'SINI.SS OPf.N
INGS Htm would you like lo start you
own home based business for only $29
this spring and quit becoming i master
of ■ lust Gelling By" ' I leach and train
oihcrs to do w hat I do and find. >our way
loan unlimited income stream by learning how to leverage your lime Review
M> Wed SlU .ii » « * dtbkeenermyarbonnecom and then email qucMiuns K)
debketner" ni>arbonne.com
Ml IN. (H'|

fieri RIS

Virginia

Beach. VA BeM SUMMER JOB On
The BEACH Make $l(Hv>. Celebrity
Status. Great Ian Apply 4 [.earn More
" ocbeachph.«to»com Housing
tVtwMtl ( omc Join Ihe Kin'
SIMMER AD SALES and Marketing
Internship Job lull lime. Paid position.
Valuable sales and mklg c\p for Plan
It Hamsonbutg. the FREE planner fur
Mudenis (.Rl \l HI Sl'ME BOOSTER' (all Phil 61(1-696-8184. eU 101
phil I -studentmediagroupcom

IIKLKGI ARD STAFF
& CASHIKRS WANTKl)
VV.-sii.ver Swimming Pool in
Harris..nhurj^ Competilive wages
AAmooo, evening & weekend hours
Applications accepted until positions
are filled (340) 134 0511 fa
information. Ask for Brian

utilities (7031889-7542

{/JX0,tl4
Wr

^*

S—

Amateur Wet TShirt Contest
100 2

}04 229 2SSS

Salary, share of lips, room and board
Email for application, ccrdudc'" prodigy
net Call w nh question* (800) 651 -4510

$l3'hr
The Ice Cream Catering Company
Scoopa2L'.com (57|) 212-7184
Male Summer Camp Counselors Want
ed! Timber Ridge Camp is a coed, overnight camp in the Shenandouh Mint of
West Virginia We arc seeking (un. energetic staff for the summer Competitive
pay. travel allowance & lots ol fun*
800 258 2267 or TRCAMPS com
NUN IK Shenandouh River Oulfitlerv
Luray- hiring drivers Must be able lo
lift 85 lbs. energetic, outgoing Able to
work Weekends Full & part lime
80U6CANOE2 (540) 743-4159
OUTSIDE SALES AGENTS earn $150
lo $250 a day No experience necessary.
Will train America's f I selling extreme
sports DVD series is looking for distnhulors and sales agent Call now 888284 0888*221

SUMMER IN MAINE! Tnpp Lake
Camp, a traditional residential camp in
bc.iiitilul M.ulh central Maine is seeking iiualiiicd counselors for our summer
session. Make new friends. Teach your
nWOriM .Klivify View our wcl»ilc .u
wwwinpplakecampcom and apply on
line Phone I 800-997-4347.

EXTREME SPORTS AGENTS Mil)
ED Americu's 'I best selling extreme
sports DVD series looking for
distnbuion! Earn 150-250 per day'
Call 888-284-0888 xin'-IS
SHIER NEEDED Summer sitter
needed for 3 girls ages 15. 12 and 10.
Like activities, swimming. Good Dnv
mg record M-F 8a 3p Can be flesiWe
on needed time off $50 ♦ $5 gas allow ance/day 4 mi from JMl". Start 69
jancishef(a come ast net
PART IIMI SI MMI R WORK Hr.ind
New lownhome Community seek
ing part lime leasing agents Mtisi be
enthusiastic, eager lo leam and a hard
worker If you would like lo work in
rewarding and fun environment that
pays greal please e-mail >our resume to
sisiiu.h "checch.com 154IH 438-0401
si MMER NANNY IN RESTON \ \
Looking lor a lun. energetic, rrspon
uNe. full-time summer nanny for 2
boys (12 & 10). Must drive, and like to
swim, play and hase fun wiih kkk W
km a private au pair suite and would
welcome someone who would live in
and become part ol our family. Email
trankomfthhmi.org or call (703) 7|60304

ARTS WANTED Attention Gradual
iiiK Seniors We need apts 10 sublet
during the summer If sour lease runs
through August please contact Bob
I s«»|'> (work] or 4334)092
(home).

K Travel]
IANDEM SKYDIVING- One Day
First Jumps from 13300'! 22 jumper
aircraft Student Discounts!
Gift Certificates' ww wskydiveorange
com (540) 943-6587 (540) 943-6587

Services]
l AM Al HilDAY BOITIQIIE 1*7
East Lee II. > (211 Elsil Nets Marker
I N I K>, DAY in April IW* all ckxhin^ for JMl' teachers and suit with
II)
visir sittstmycasualfritiay.com
MO 740 .1700
N W IS HEAD ■■ M.mili Miident Sum
mcr Rentals. May Aug. seabrce/ere-

•kyjcomOiillX

Read
The
Breeze!!

Now Accepting Appointments

• 70O0 I* ft */ >4» mfmimrnr ' I Imrf ,f*f..
"*• »~~. »*•»., IS,. IHf. H-, .1 (aattWsssstl, <"''^
700 Win*,,

SUMMER JOB IN NOVA
Do you like Ice Cream?

SUMMER
CHILDCARE
Seeking
fun, responsible individual to care for
3 schoolage children in our Christian
home. 2 days per week (540i 432-6147

( Wanted )

C. Larry Whitten. MD M. Catherine Slusher. MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Maribeth P. Loynes, MD Philip A. Klim, DO
Sherry L. Mongold. FNP Mary H. Kratz, FNP
Sarah Hibbitts, PA.

Open Day & Night
Mon-Sat 11:30am-3am; Sun 7pm-3am
18 and older welcomed
LADIES FREE COVER
Evpfy Thursday

www.vixensclub.bi2

SUMMER WORK t is DUDBRAN- H

BARTENDING CLASSES MAY ME
STFR SPECIAL jiggershartcnding
schoolcom PAYMENr PLANS JOB
I'l A< FMENI IMIH671I202

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC

Gentlemen's Club

* Fully Nude Exotic Dancers *

Imtt ntridmr olRsssjy Horn*,'

ATTENTION'
Massanulten
Reson
KickofT. Graduates Welcome Summer
jobs alwi available for continuing slu
dents 20 sales representatives needed
fa the best joh in the Shenandouh Val
ley' Show clients around our 5-star reson and have fun' 45.000-50.000 ♦ per
>ear. Guaranteed training' Unbelievable
ivru-m*' See for yourself*
Call Victor mm 540 2K9-64l8or Buckley vietor'o yahoo com

*0 J

off admissio
.with IMU l~

iDlrections: 1-81 to VW Exit 5. Inwood. Make right onto Rt. 11 South, 2 ml. on left.

Monday - Friday 8:30-5:00
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545-3348
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SUPER CROSSWORD
i

1

ACROSS
ROUND FUN AT THIS

Fin

K Put on a happy face
12 Like Mozart's flute
11 B6 Airnsfc, e.g
11 AcCMM Joanne
19 See 19 Down

1

21 Hersey setting

■

HIRING

32 Felons, tor instance

W

M Like Peter or Catherine

II

n

wM'1

1

'"
"

w

Band
tor"

51 h'reda Payne's jewelry"'

119 Blocks ihc Wftj

60L01-.CA
61 Islamic hol\ book
n.v-Miia ix" author

'■'•

1■

10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID
JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS
PROUD SPONSOR OF DUKES ATHLETICS

• IB

23 Challenge

IV,

IM

14

"7 I tui

1 23 Katmandu's country

33 Classy doc''

U)

127 Stop working

35 Decorate

100 H.ikcry bu>

130 Jan & Dean's mart? 36 Sticky Muff
133 Speak one's mind
39 Evangelist Roberts
4(» Recta

103 Ifl m the hag
106 Stem

108 Squabble
l09Rdbhedaroatl

44 Attorneys'org

110 I ram

47 Up or down item'

in 'Dead Bnd Kid" Leo
112 Underworld judge

140 Cry of distress

52 Conk lX-Luise
53 Spouse ot KIN

79 Computer acronym

DOWN

54 Yoga position

Wednesday

9S Julian! "IlieAdd.iii

43 Holm or Hunter

49 Mil. rank

55 Lniiiicrcsinii;

! i; Like i lummox
116 Hands
120 - aerobics
M< ll light ot

80 They may be bright

1

81 Blunder
82 Barbecue

2 Weaver's need

57 Zones

124 Pill the bold
126 Chcniic.il .ulliv

3 Plan

84 Blow away

4 Burned a bit
*» ('mint up

58 Perennial bestseller
62 Waves of gum cotOJ

128 McOwin MM
129 Indit'ii.ition

M Dieter's dishes

Ml Unrefined

6 Tennysoas" the Bar"

'': Mended OVH

132 Fashion moaognm

88 Confederate president
92 Goldfish, e >;

7 Uurie of'Jeeves and

6X Mr

WiHister"

K.vhester's ward
79 Chilean pianist

94 Profundity

8 Trade

72 Pair

96 Jimmy Gilmci \ hflOM '

9 I -isi ,-ndei'

99 Birl) computer

10 Coach Parscghian

73 Atkinson..) 'The Black
Adder"

101 Scuffle

11 Computer selection list

74

102 TV-listing ahhr

12 Paving material
1.1 Hullabaloo

"''' K'n">> "1
Show

1(17 Fairv queen

14 Kick Nelson's social
even!.'

" Olympic troublemaker
8-1 Super Bowl sound

109 Made milder

IS Private

Xo Winning

112 Farrow of "Alice"
114 Arthur or Bcnaderet

16 ■ The Friends oi Faidie 87 &«* N( ' K
"C73 film i
8° The Sheik" star

115 Proclamation

19 With l9AcroM.popu- 90

85 Push a product
86 "Manon" mel.xli<"<

103 Fragrant neckwear

"
ii the
to

^m Mel mart's dessert

UKI

(Jin/

online poll ;it

on buttercream

91 Aspen item
117 American poet Charles lar polka
20 Wagner s father in-law *S Crony
118 Caravansary

:

UN
APARTMENTS
Brand new rooms
Available
Sign up today! For Fall 2008
SL-'N(H4SE
THAMES MADISON

~^m

Sunchase Features: 4 bedroom / 4 bath individually leased apartments.
A 5400 square feet clubhouse with big screen TV,
stereo system, 24 hour Fitness and Business Centers,
game tables, a pool and much more.
Take the virtual tour online at www.sunchase.net today!

www.sunchase.net

Contact us for more information

1
Hi

III

95 Heavy reading '

7

KM Material

CALL 564-0477

■v |

■ V)

50 Largest antelope

^ I ho CyitW'l plaything'.'
78 Accounting abbr

Everyone deserves a good meal.

'•

I

HI23

1122

139 I ^ergrecn tree

72 Lingerie puMi.i-v

9

H m
H

HI

28 Tomorrow's turtle
I 2 ) I Wo s dinner, perhaps Ml Litter sound

65 Tfc. Cry ,ng Came" star j" *£* "J"
MUsmglu.
I-VS Child welfare org.
136 Baseballs Cabell
69 I l.n li.it
l37That>m.hull'
70 Tiny parasite
138 "Bon voyage" sue

71 Cask

•11

ii!

121 Angler's basket

56 Change It* the better
59K.-.tersneed

"

■

HiOT
vr

-.1

All*"

4H Syrup MMKt

Stop In. Call Today (540) 289-4939 or
Apply Online @ www.massresortjobs.com

■

■

III

44 Meyer, ol "Kate &

46 Choose, with

•■

's

M

41 Vitamin bottle abbr
42 linn's creator

45 Plastic

'

H '

H10I

31 \KIMK preposition
39 General's gerund

No Certifications needed to apply! We will train!
riifii aliens includa i Ifeguard First Aid/CPR. AED & Oxygen

■

"HT~

57 thtord omega

Starting Pay $8.25/hr

■

■ HP*

v

■M

'I rtem - Fuego

LIFEGUARDS

16

a

H

-.

15

^

1JB

-1

n

14

37

B

25 Like Kansas'

11

1

IS34

IV

29 Cadets Ji

12

u

tm

24 Verdi opera

27 Quire part

"

to

M

■

2f> Big beginning

M AS-.XNI

1

7

1'

11

22 Elvis' canine'1

*■

'
II

■

< Itrual garment*
5 Rhine whine''

R SEASON

i

17

(540) 442-4800

